
The ‘Mini-Exposé’: A Preliminary Feedback Offer for Potential 
Applicants to the Dr.artium Degree Programme at KWDS 
 
 
Since 2020, the KWDS Doctoral School for Artistic Research at the University of Music and  
Performing Arts Graz (KUG) has been offering prospective applicants to the Dr.artium 
Programme a preliminary feedback tool: You may submit a mini-exposé ahead of writing the 
final 7–12 page full exposé required for the application, and send it to the doctoral school. 
You will then receive feedback on how well your research idea and rationale respond to 
some essential requirements of the Dr.artium profile at KWDS. 
 
In your mini-exposé, you should focus on presenting (1) your research idea or question, and 
the problem it addresses, (2) the interdisciplinary structure and quality of your proposed 
research approach and process, and (3) references to the research context. The 
interdisciplinary process we require has to closely connect reflection through practical 
artistic exploration and experimentation with critical scholarly/scientific reflection. This 
essential characteristic of the artistic-scholarly/scientific doctoral programme at KWDS 
distinguishes it from other – entirely artistic or entirely scholarly/scientific – doctoral 
programmes. The aim of the mini-exposé is that you yourself, and consequently we as well, 
get a clear, precise and comprehensible idea of your project and of your familiarity with the 
research field. This allows us to give you and your potential advisors feedback on whether 
your project approach fits into the framework of the Dr. artium programme in principle. 
 
The mini-exposé must have the following structure:  
 
1. Research idea or question(s), and problem (what? and why? 1–2 sentences). 
2. Interdisciplinary artistic-scholarly/scientific methodology: in what sense will your 

personal practice unite artistic and scholarly/scientific perspectives? How do you plan to 
bring your artistic (subjective and/or intersubjective) exploratory and reflective practice 
into dialogue with approaches and discourses from the humanities (e.g. aesthetics), 
social sciences, technology, and/or natural sciences when you address the research 
question (400–500 words)? 

3. Brief reflection on your understanding of artistic research, including references to 
important theoretical texts from the discourse on artistic research (150–250 words). 

4. List of 10 references from fields or discourses within artistic and scholarly/scientific 
research relevant to your project. 

5. List of approx. 3 links to audiovisual documentation of your own artistic work and 
research, with clear relevance to the outlined research project (ideally already 
implemented preliminary work). 

 
You may certainly apply to the programme without sending in a mini-exposé beforehand. 
However, the mini-exposé is highly recommended as a tool for orientation before the time-
intensive formulation of the 7–12 page exposé for the actual application. Should you wish to 
take advantage of the offer for the current application round (deadline 28 February 2023), 
please send your mini-exposé to Dr. Hanns Holger Rutz (Senior Scientist at KWDS): hanns-
holger.rutz@kug.ac.at.  
 
We accept mini-exposés until 12 December 2022 


